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of small-scale irrigation systems which are
the potential

for being

farmer-managed.'

projects which typically involve
assistance,
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improvements

generally be

carried

to

out

managed by

large sums

of technical

farmer-managed

at

lower

farmers, or have

Unlike large-scale irrigation
and financial

irrigation

cost,

with

systems

greater

can

budgetary

flexibility, and primarily through local expertise. 2

Bdward Martin, Robert Yoder, and David Groenfeldt

Most

systems

farmer-managed

irrigating less than 100
10,000

ha

can

be

ha,

found

are

relatively

but

small

farmer-managed

in

scale,

systems

as

often

large as

in Nepal (Water and Energy Commission, 1981).

There are several other examples of systems over 1,000 ha in Asia, and in
the

USA

they

may

be

over

100,000 ha. 3 Study of large farmer-managed

irrigation systems may indicate that farmers' management responsibilities
need

not

be

limited

to

small-scale

large· scale systems and may suggest how
over the

systems or the tertiary level of
farmer organizations

could take

management of major portions of large-scale systems or possibly

even manage the whole system.
This is
of a

a revised

conference
The

SysteJ4S.

version of a paper which was sent to the participants

in Fan.er-Nanaged Irrigation

PUblic Interventian

on

conference,

sponsored

by

the International Irrigation

Management Inatitute with the Water and Energy Commission
the Ministry

of Water

Resources, His Majesty's Government of Nepal, and

held in Kathmandu in August 1986,
discuss

research

Secretariat of

issues

had as

related

its objective

to identify and

to farmer-managed irrigation systems.

The purpose of the paper was to..provide participants with some background
material about research on farmer-managed systems and public intervention
in these systems.
on

these

issues.

The authors hope now
Interested

to establish

a research network

researchers and practitioners will find

Even though most farmer-managed systems
results

in

a

total

area

irrigated

agency-managed systems in many

are
which

countries.

small,

their

large number

rivals that of large-scale
In the

case of

Nepal it is

estimated that 400,000 ha, or nearly 80 percent of the irrigated area, is
under the command of

farmer-managed

Philippines farmer-managed
(850,000 hal of the
village

tank

and

irrigation

systems account

irrigated
diversion

area
systems

systems,

while

(Bagadion,

1986).

In

farmers

manage

most

Sri Lanka

managed by farmers account for an

estimated 243,000 ha of irrigated area (Gunadasa et al., 1981),
Bangladesh

in the

for approximately 60 percent

while in

of the groundwater irrigation systems.

details at the end of the paper.
'The term "farmer-managed" is used to refer to irrigation systems
where groups of farmers collectively manage the system from the water
source to the fields. Irrigation systems of this type are often referred
to as "colIIDunals" or "community-managed" systems. The term "farmer
managed" avoids the ambiguities of the term "community."

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The importance of small scale irrigation
There

is

growing

agency officials,

recognition

among

development

planners, irrigation

and agricultural research scientists of the importance

2While this is often one of the arguments for investing in
assistance to farmer-managed systems, the approach taken by some agencies
results in higher costs per hectare in these projects than for large
scale projects.
3 See the
chart compiled by Robert Hunt, Appendix to OD! Irrigation
Management Newsletter 9a, April 1984.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The importance of small scale irrigation
There

is

growing

agency officials,

recognition

among

development

planners, irrigation

and agricultural research scientists of the importance

2While this is often one of the arguments for investing in
assistance to farmer-managed systems, the approach taken by some agencies
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While irrigation in Africa is not nearly as extensive as in Asia, much of

expensive.

the irrigation

that

is small-scale

and, in

many cases,

farmer-.anaged.

An

estimated 2.6 million of a total of 5.3 million hectares of irrigation in
sub-Saharan

Africa

are

classified

as

small-scale

or

Social and cultural differences may also account for the fact

farmers

have

Dot

The

nature

of

agency

varies considerably.
The trend towards intervention in farmer-managed systems
variety of

donors, and

reasons government

increasing agency

irrigation agencies, international

private voluntary organizations are becoming more interested

in farmer-managed and small-scale irrigation systems.

In

systems

and

make

the

involvement in farmer-managed irrigation systems
Two

many countries

Public Works

opposing trends

can be

observed, one toward

involvement in the management of systems and the other

toward reduction in agency
For a

irrigation

traditional,

indicating individual or small group management (FAO, 1986).
1.2

developed

intervention by an outside agency .ore difficult.

In Himachal

responsibilities.

Pradesh, the

Department provides assistance to farmer-maoaged irrigation

systems only after the existing farmer organization turns over manage.ent
of

the

system

to

the

A contrasting situation exists in the

agency.

the best locations for large-scale irrigation have already been utilized.

Philippines where, after construction

or rehabilitation

In other cases donor agencies, disappointed with the results of investing

Irrigation Administration,

system including the dam is turned

in large-scale irrigation systems, view small-scale irrigation systems as

over to a legally registered water user organization.

an opportunity for rapid project

clearly establish

realize benefits

implementation

often

made

that

with

farmer-managed systems,

achieved.

At the

potential to

by the National
"Signed documents

the organization's legal ownership of the facilities-

Because of the

and leave no question regarding its full responsibility and authority for

the assumption

operation and maintenance" (Korten, 1986).4

minimal physical improvements to structures,

significant gains in production and high
can be

the

more quickly than large-scale projects.

traditional technologies used in
is

with

the whole

same time,

economic returns

on investment

farmers and local politicians are

The

results

of

organizations

intervention

have

been

are

mixed.

strengthened

and

In
the

the Philippines farmer
technical

inputs have

making more requests of irrigation agencies

to improve

their irrigation

resulted in .ore productive irrigation systems (de los Reyes and Jopillo,

system

government

to take over the

1986).

and,

in

some

cases,

asking

management of the system. However,
Except

in

the

Philippines

the
know

we

there

has

little

been

about

little

the results.

documentation

of

significant production gains through outside agency intervention.

There have

farmers have

been other

ceased to

cases, in

systems or

be

made

by

have been

developed already

implications
investment in

for

to some

government

neighboring

development

This has three

efforts.

First,

this is

undesirable for several

reasons.
(1)

It

is

costly

for

an irrigation agency to post staff to

manage a large nuaber of geographically dispersed systems, each
of which may irrigate less than 100 ha.
(2) Staff

assigned to a small, isolated system .ay consider it

desirable sites will nearly always involve intervention in
systems.

Second,

or

if

impinge

technically

difficult

construction

They are

situations

remaining areas without any irrigation
irrigation

is

on

improvement

farmers might carry it out themselves.

which

high irrigation potential

extent by farmers.

irrigation

farmer-managed irrigation systems

in

new small

improving old ones can be over-estimated. In some areas, like

the hill regions of Nepal, most locations with

help

developing

example, where the

mobilizing the resources needed to operate and maintain it themselves
following intervention. s A dependency relationship has developed between
farmers and the intervening agency, and

The ease with which improvements can

Nepal for

consider the system their own and have balked at

the

were

water

most likely

(Gowing,

development

technically

rights of

technically

are

easy,

to request

1986). Third, the
often

those in

more difficult and more

4This applies primarily to small-scale systems (under 1,000 ha), but
NIA is beginning a phased program of turning over larger systems to the
farmers.
SLouis Rijk, Project Manager, 110 Labor-Intensive
Program, Kathmandu, Nepal. Personal communication.

Public Works
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technically unchallenging as well as a hardship post and not be

i.e., acquisition, allocation, distribution, and drainage. s

motivated to perform well.

of

activities

deals

with

the

struct~

physical

water, i.e., design, construction, operation, and
(3) The takeover of
agency will
resource
an

management responsibility

nearly always

mobili~ation,

irrigation

set of

result in a lower level of internal

even if

service

find it difficult to

by a government

fee.

mobili~e

the agency

the

charges the farmers

1985).

internally, especially

and

the

on the

maintenance.

A third

organization of the people who manage

structures,

communication,

making,

decision

i.e .. ,

and

conflict

management

resource

(Uphoff et a 1_, ,

There is interaction among the activities of the three sets;

example, the

from the rural areas, replacement of the resources mobilized by
farmers to operate and maintain their irrigation systems

water

IIObili~ation,

Since many developing countries
resources

activities focuses

Another set

for controlling the

organization must

decide how

for

to operate the structures to

distribute water.

by an
Not all activities are of

allocation from the central treasury will rarely be deairable.

farmers'

irrigation

equal

importance

management

in

every

importance of activities in a particular location.

2. RESEARCH TO UNDERSTAND EXISTING FARMER-MANAGED IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

environment, and

organizations will reflect the relative
For instance,

in the

hills of Nepal where irrigation systems often have long canals which must
Before

specific

interventions

can

be

considered

intelligently

particular country or region, certain basic information must
The types

of understandings

which are

summarized in two general questions:
irrigation

systems,

could

they

(1)

How

do

intervention can be
farmers

manage their

including both hardware and software technologies,

and (2) How well do farmers
aspects

relevant to

in a

be to hand.

benefit

manage their
from

systems and

in what,

outside assistance?

if any,

We then need to

traverse steep, landslide-prone slopes, the most critical activity of the
organization is

mobilizing labor to maintain the intake and canals.

farmer organizations for managing
structured to
(Martin,

ensure that

maintained,

and

in

this function

Precise

1986).

systems

sanctions

such

an

The

environment are

can be carried out effectively

attendance

records

for

absent from maintenance work are

being

and

cash

accounts are

strictly enforced.

analyze different approaches to intervention in farmer-managed irrigation
systems and the results of experience.

Depending on

environmental

however,

management

the

systems of Sri

~des~ri.l?tive fr~g!'k

releases is
Two ways

of looking

ot farmer-managed

systems have been found helpful.

The first focusses on activities. The second focusses
and associated duties.

on property rights

Lanka,

conditions

focus

group

and

on

varies.

the

technology

decision-making

on

the

timing

of water

the most critical management task; mobilizing labor snd cash

to renovate the physical structures is relatively less
farmers in

used,

In the farmer-managed tank

Bangladesh who

collectively own

important.

For

irrigation pumps, it is the

pump--its operation, repair, and financing--which

is

the

key

focus of

management activity.
2.1.1 Activities
Farmer-managed

systems

are

found

in diverse environments using a wide

range of technologies to exploit different types of water sources.
farmer-managed

irrigation

systems,

however,

require

that

All
certain

essential tasks must be accomplished if the system is to function
productively.
Some management activities focus directly on the ~ater,

2.1.2 Property rights
Wherever

irrigation

systems

have

regarding the physical structures

been

and water

developed,
also exist

property

rights

(Coward, 1983).

6Allocation means the assignment of rights of access to the water
among users, while distribution refers to the physical distribution of
water among the users.
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Precise attendance records and cash accounts are
1986).
maintained, and sanctions for being absent from maintenance work are
(Martin,

strictly enforced.

analyze different approaches to intervention in farmer-managed irrigation
Depending

systems and the results of experience.

however,

2.1 A_de.,<::ril.>tive

on

of looking

management

systems of Sri

f!]1!!!~Qr~

releases is
Two ways

environmental

the

at farmer-managed

systems have been found helpful.

The first focusses on activities. The second focusses
and associated duties.

on property rights

Lanka,

conditions

focus

group

and

on

varies.

the

technology

used,

In the farmer-managed tank

decision-making

on

the

timing

of water

the most critical management task; mobilizing labor and cash

to renovate

th~

farmers in

Bangladesh who

phYSical structures is relatively less
collectively

own

important.

For

irrigation pumps, it is the

pump--its operation, repair, and financing--which

is

the

key

focus of

management activity.

2.1.1 Activities
Farmer-managed

systems

are

found

in diverse environments using a wide

range of technologies to exploit different types of water sources.
farmer-managed

irrigation

systelllS,

however,

require

that

All
certain

essential tasks must be accomplished if the system is to function
productively.
Some management activities focus directly on the ~ater,

2.1.2 Property rights
Wherever

irrigation

systems

have

regarding the physical structures

been

and water

developed,
also exist

property

rights

(Coward, 1983).

6Allocation means the assignment of rights of access to the water
among users, while distribution refers to the physical distribution of
water among the users.
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These property
access

to

the

responsibilities

rights, which may be explicit or implicit, define who has
water and
for

property relationships

to

how much,

maintaining

the

well

88

physical

works.

and the way that water is

managed irrigation systema
irrigation resource use.

affect

both

88

systems,

the farmers'

and are systema

able

to

adapt to the change? These are all

questions worthy of research.

The nature of

allocated in farmer

Most studies of farmer-managed systema have concerned successful,
relativelY well-functioning systems.
This has, perhaps, resulted in a
rather idealized perception of farmer-managed irrigation systems.
It is

the efficiency and equity of

time to

An understanding of property rights in regard to water 1s important when
an agency is undertaking an intervention aimed at improved productivity
of the system. If water is scarce, a system for rationing the water is
required so that each farmer can receive his prescribed allocation. In
some farmer-managed systems, locally produced proportioning weirs divide
the flow proportionally among different secondary and tertiary canals.
In other systema, strictly timed rotational distribution is practised
with the length of each person's turn computed to supply him the
proportion of the supply represented by his allocation. The technology
for distributing water involves both physical mechanis.. to handle the
water distribution and social institutions to manage the mechanisms and
to resolve conflicts when they arise.
Disturbance of the distribution
system without
understanding the
link between
the physical and
institutional components and their interactions can lead to disappointing
results including the refusal of farmers to maintain the new system, as
noted above.

i

study systems which have

failed entirely, or which continue to

operate only through heavy government subsidies, in order to understand
the underlying causes. In addition, studies of why systema have not been
developed in areas where there is a potential

irrigation resource should

also be conducted
2.3

How well farmers manage their systems

Conventional

concerning

wisdom

the performance

of

conveyance, and distribution of water because
of the rudimentary
technologies used.
Social scientists, on the other hand, tend to assume
that because the systema

have evolved as part

and parcel

procedures

of

irrigation

agencies.

Appropriate

changes in

social scientists,

systems exist in many different environments.
and prospered have been able to adapt to

the environment.

Systems are now being exposed to more rapid

change. What were once relatively isolated, self-sustained communities
are becoming more integrated into regional and national economic systems,
bringing different forces to bear on the irrigation organization. Can
farmer-managed systema be sustained in the face of increased state

needed which
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research
this

has been made, however.

include measurement

into

the

institutional

way we could see

how

far

More

of water
they

reach

Some

principles

of water

allocation

contradiction?

What

macro

factors

and national
induce

water

change

laws

are in

in farmer-managed

yields, and

goals

of

efficiency,

provide incentives for efficient

area irrigated does not

customary water rights

crop

productivity and equity.

development?
local

addition to

setting of farmer-managed systema. In

intervention in all areas? What happens to farmer-managed systems when
labor has a much higher opportunity cost as a result of industrial
As the state penetrates more into rural areas, whst happens

in

rigorous studies are

flows,

water management and a mechanism for expanding the

when

institutional

arrangements.sy compensate for less sophisticated technology. Little
careful measurement and analysis of how well farmer-managed irrigation
systema perform, e.ploying the expertise of engineers

Farmer-managed irrigation

of the local

social and environmental setting they are more efficient and sustainable
than systema constructed and aanaged according to the designs and

2.2 Studies of the response of systems to change

Those which have survived

farmer-managed

irrigation systems tends to place it at either of two extremes.
Engineers often 88Sume that the systems are inefficient in the capture,

others do

not.

For example,

area irrigated, while

allocation of water in proportion to land

provide incentives

for expanding

the irrigated

area, while allocation by purchased shares does (Martin and Yoder, 1983).
In the first case, if a system

is

i~roved

80

that

it

supplies more
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More
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others do
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much
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What
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rights
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and national
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change

laws
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goals

of

efficiency,

provide incentives for efficient

farmer-managed systems be sustained in the face of increased state
intervention in all areas? What happens to farmer-managed systems when
development?

rigorous studies are

needed which include measurement of water flows, crop yields, and
research into the institutional setting of farmer-managed systems. In

area irrigated, while

allocation of water in proportion to land

provide incentives

for expanding

the irrigated

area, while allocation by purchased shares does (Martin and Yoder, 1983).
In the first case, if a system

is

improved

80

that

it

supplies more
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water, the farmers with the water rights have no incentive to allow other

disproportionately?

farmers access to the

and if farmers cope with seasonal shortage. Systems have been

intensive

water, but

management.

however, when the supply
needed can

sell some

can irrigate

If

water

is

is

increased,

water shares,

the same

allocated

by

farmers

with

allowing for

area with less

purchased shares,
more

water than

expansion of the area

that is irrigated.

the

Philippines

1982)

include agricultural

productivity and

An analysis

irrigation

farmer-managed

of the

systems

and

irrigation

the extent of area irrigated by a

efficiency of
an

systems should

performance of farmer

understanding of the reasons for a

given level of efficiency are important

when considering

how and

if to

and Sri

Lanka

(Leach,

such that

studied in

1961) where the

each household has

some land at the head end of the system and some at the tail end.
section

given source.

(Siy,

landholdings are intentionally distributed
water supply is insufficient

Evaluating the performance of

managed

Again, before intervening it is necessary to see how

can

be

cut

receives irrigation.
for rice

off,

to
and

cultivate
all

Farmer-managed

the entire

farmers

area,

If the
the tail

still have some land that

systems in

Nepal substitute maize

over the entire command when water is scarce (Martin and Yoder,

1983). In North Yemen contributions to the replacement
to catch

of temporary dams

spate floods fall into three classes according to the degree of

likelihood that a farmer's land will benefit.7

intervene to improve the systems' performance.
In addition to the equity of distribution of costs and benefits among the
For example,

it is

necessary to

determine whether

water is a limiting

members of

an irrigation organization, the equity issue regarding access

constraint to increased production: if it is not, efficiency of water use

to benefits of the system is

should not

attached to the land, then people owning more land also benefit more from

be considered

an important

objective in system management.

also important.

If

the water

rights are

If the topography is such that no additional area could be irrigated with

the irrigation.

water from

only way that persons who did not initially receive water rights can gain

the source,

for example, water application rates may be high

without "wastage" of water.

access to irrigation
land.

In other cases, the
factors, such

irrigated area

as water

rights. In

may be

to

rotational

constrained by institutional

a system

that it would be possible to double the
continuous-flow

Also, when water

in Nepal, farmers reported

area irrigated

distribution,

hy changing from

but the farmers with land

In some

ia

by

rights are

purchasing

attached to

high-priced,

the land, the

already irrigated

irrigation systems ownership of land and property rights

in water are separated, and water is allocated through the sale of shares
in the

A farmer owning land within the hydraulic command area,

system.

but outside the original irrigated area, can gain access to wster through
the

purchase

of

shares

from

another

farmer or from the organization

adjacent to that which was irrigated had no water rights (Yoder, 1986).

(Martin and Yoder, 1983).

Tn soae cases there

or in proportion to the family size instead of the size of landholding.

In

rare cases

(e.g., Sukhomajri

in Haryana,

India) water rights are distributed equally to all households in the area
are technical

inefficiencies in

water acquisition,

conveyance, or distribution that could be overcome through the assistance
of an irrigation agency.

Within the context of a project to increase the water supply in a system,
it might

be possible

to bring

about a change in the principle of water

allocation to allow for greater access to water.
The equity of distribution of the benefits and
of

performance

of

farmer-managed

irrigation

system is often said to be equitable if there is
the costs

borne and

test of the equity
reduced below
all

farmers

benefits received
of

distribution

the amount
equally

is

required to

affected

by

the

costs is

another measure

systems.

An irrigation

proportionality between

by individual farmers. A crucial
presented when

the

shortage,

or

do

some

the basis of existing
necessary

to

find

property rights

ways

of

to be

will be

undermined. It

might be

assuring current members of the irrigation

organization that they would not lose security of their water supply.

Are

suffer

would have

approached with a great deal of care or the institutions that function on

supply is

irrigate the entire command.

This

7Mary Tiffen, ODI, personal communication.
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3. RBSKARCH ON ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES TO ASSIST FARMER-MAHAGED SYSTEMS
It is often the case that several agencies, both governmental and
private, are involved in assisting farmer-managed irrigation systems
within a single country.
The approaches taken by these agencies
typically
include
(1)
completely
ignoring existing
irrigation
organizations and systems, (2) taking over the management of existing
syste.s, and (3) i~lementing projects entirely through the existing
farmer organizations. Coward (1984) distinguishes between direct and
indirect investment approaches.
Under d}rec~_~v~~~~t, the agency
takes full control of implesentation activities including design and
construction. In these cases, the agency often takes over the management
of the systes, though it may aim to turn it back to the farmers for
operation and maintenance after construction is complete. Under the
I

~.

i~~cJ_!n~~~~!ent a~proach, the agency provides resources (financial,
technical assistance, materials) to existing irrigation organiZations in
the form of grants, subsidized loans, and technical assistance which
support that organization in improving its irrigation system. Management
control of the systes re.ains with the farmers.

Historical and bureaucratic factors underlie some of the different
approaches taken by different agencies. For instance, departments of
irrigation and public works, whose main activities are the design,
construction, and operation and aaintenance of aajor irrigation schemes,
tend to use the same direct invest.ent approach when dealing with small
scale, farmer-.anaged systems (Wensley and Walter, 1985). Departments of
local and rural development, by contrast, tend to follow an approach of
indirect invest.ent by providing assistance to existing irrigation
organizations which are responsible for implementing the project and for
ongoing operation and aaintenance.
Systematic study of different
intervention progr... are needed to identify the key aspects of the
particular approaches which sees most effective.
A comprehensive understanding of different agencies' approaches to
assisting farmer-aanaged systems requires analysis of the internal
organization of

the agencies.

The flow of information into the agency

and the deaand for information within it needs to be understood.
i~rtant

is

Kqually

an analysis of the incentive structure for different groups

within the agency. If, for exa.ple, field officers learn that farmers do
not want a diversion weir built at a certain location, what are the
incentives for going ahead with the project anyway. or for making
modifications?
The kinds of information which the agency recognizes as
important before a project is launched, and the incentives for seeking or
not seeking particular kinds of information, can be important aspects of
understanding agency behavior in assisting farmer-managed systems.
this area would aim to identify the organizational
Research in
constraints to improved agency operation.
The relevance of this type of research is seen in the ex~le of the
National Irrigation Administration (NIA) in the Philippines which wanted
to adopt a new approach to assisting farmer-managed systems.
It soon
beca.e apparent that it would be necessary to aske internal changes in
the functioning of the agency (Korten, 1982).
Socia-technical profiles
of the existing irrigation systes were compiled and a cadre of community
organizers hired to strengthen farmers' organizations' capacity prior to
the project.
NIA engineers were required to work with farmers in the
process of system layout through a series of meetings and a "walk
the proposed canal locations.
Farmers' association
through" of
construction committees were formed to observe the opening of bids from
contractors, check the quantity and quality of materials, recruit and
place laborers, and record association members' contributions to the
project and the project costs. Construction contracts given to farmers'
associations were broken down into smaller units that could be completed,
inspected and paid for in two-week cycles. HIA reconciled its project
accounts with the association every month instead of only at the
completion of the project with the result that the association had a
clear understanding of project costs. Special training courses in wster
management and financial managesent were designed for the associations.
Of particular importance to the viability of farmer-managed irrigation
systems is the impact of agency intervention on the mobilization of
resources by farmers.
When the agency assumes full responsibility for
the intervention and does not involve the existing organization in
planning and implementation in a meaningful way, farmers aay lose their
sense of ownership of the system. They will see no reason to contribute
their own resources to the maintenance of an irrigation system now owned
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within the agency.
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approach to

beca.e apparent

through"
Historical

for making

constraints to improved agency operation.

of the

and

or

particular kinds of information, can be important aspects of

understanding

technical assistance,

loans,

anyway,

important before a project is launched, and the incentives for seeking or
not seeking

the functioning of the agency (Korten,

the agency provides resources (financial,
materials) to existing irrigation organizations in

subsidized

project

of inforaation which the agency recognizes as

i~c::L,i~est_~~n!_ ap~ro~ch,

the form of grants,

....

built
with

the agency

including

In these cases, the agency often takes over the management

system, though

operation
,

Coward

taken

ignoring

organizations and systeas, (2) taking
systems,

farmer-managed irrigation systems

modifications?

both

If, for exa.ple, field officers lesrn that fsrmers do

diversion weir

incentives for

approaches

completely

s

governmental and

agencies,

assisting

country.

want

Equally

an analysis of the incentive structure for different groups

resources by

farmers.

the intervention
planning and

and

of

the viability

agency

When the
does

not

implementation in

sense of ownership of the system.
their own

of farmer-managed irrigation

intervention

on

the mobilization of

agency assumes full responsibility for
involve

the

existing

organization in

a meaningful way, farmers may lose their
They will se. no reason

to contribute

resources to the maintenance of an irrigation system now owned
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by the agency.
organizations,
instead

of

the

the

agency

active

anticipated

the

Comparative research

participation

intervention

may

improvement

on alternative

of

well

existing farmer

result in a decline

in

system

performance.

intervention strategies can help in

irrigation qeuci.. in Mla ..... Africa.
researcher. Imd in-i,.laa qeoc:y

A reeearch network of intereeted

official. who

are workin, on .lailar

probl_ and

~ la

F/lIS Nebtorll

( ................ Irri(lltion Spt_>. tbe

bein, ..tabU.bed. It i. beiO( called tile

IICIIII

objective of·thIi

identifying the essential elements of effective assistance programs.

network i. to f.cliltate tile .bariO( of knowle41e and experieuce . . Nell
.
as to identify ..... .....,..,n _ reaeerda .ffortlt.
AdII1ai.t...U.ve .. ..,..-t;

4. CONCLUSION

network .bauld write to tile
'111.,. "la ...... Sri 1.iIiItIr!a.

.

for the network wiil

Farmer-managed irrigation systems represent
into

issues

of

irrigation

management.

a

rich

field

In some countries considerable

research hes been done on these systems, while in others
yet

to

systems

receive

much

is

of

one

Irrigation

attention.
the

Management

this sector has

Research on farmer-managed irrigation

primary

Institute

for research

program

areas

(lIMI).

of

the International

lIM! researchers have begun

research on farmer-managed systems in Sri Lanka and

Nepal which

aims at

gaining a better understanding of how farmer-managed systems in different
environments function as well as studying government intervention
systems.

The research

in Nepal

in the

includes both small-scale hill systems

and large (5-10 thousand hal systems

on the

village tanks

(anicut) systems are being studied.

as well

In both countries,
property rights
being examined

as diversion

one

in the
is how

focus

of

the

research

irrigation works
the tradit ional

plains, while

in Sri Lanka

is

the

convention of

and water.

An

issue that is

property rights

are affected by

government intervention. the organization's response to intervention, and
the impact on

resource

mobilization.

In

Nepal,

an

action research

project in collaboration with the Water and Energy Commission Secretariat
aims to develop more

effective

approaches

to

assisting farmer-managed

systems.
IlMI seeks
and

to facilitate communication and interaction among researchers

irrigation

agency

officials

managed/small-scale irrigation
an

international

workshop

Irrigation Systems"

on

who

sector.
"Public

and

lSiP.

irrigation

involved

in

the

farmer

As a first step, IIMl conducted
Intervention

in Farmer--Managed

in Kathmandu, Nepal, in collaboration with the Water

and Energy Commission Secretariat of the
early August

are

Ministry of

Participants included

agency

personnel,

Water Resources in

approximately 60 researchers

primarily

from

universities

and

Penona intereeted 10 tile
IMI8 ..t1Iadr OoaInIbator, - ,IDB, ......
.',
. i ,wi

be provided by IIMI.

."

.

~,.
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A research network of interested
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(Farmer-Managed Irrigation
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for research

In some countries considerable
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this sector has

Research on farmer-managed irrigation
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IIMI researchers have begun

in Sri Lanka and
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how farmer-managed systems in different

tudying government intervention
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includes both small-scale hill systems
IS
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(anicut) systems are being studied.
the

n works
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plains, while

research
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the

and water.
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property rights

in Sri Lanka
convention of
issue that is

are affected by

ization's response to intervention, and
ion.

In

Nepal,

an

action research

'ater and Energy Commission Secretariat
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to

assisting farmer-managed

stion and interaction among researchers
wbo

are
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in

the

farmer
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As a first step, 11M! conducted
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Intervention

in Farmer-Managed

Nepal, in collaboration with the Water
)f the

Ministry of

included

Water Resources in

approximately 60 researchers

primarily

from

universities

and
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Systems). The

objective of the

to facilitate the sharing of knowledge and experience as well

as to identify and support new research efforts.
for the

are working

established. It is being called the

FMIS

by IIMI.
Network

Administrative support

Persons

interested in the

Coordinator,

IIMI, Digana
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